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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Let g be a semisimple finite-dimensional subalgebra of a Lie algebra a 
defined over C. To analyze an a-module X we often restrict the action from 
a to g and decompose X as a g-module. For example, if X is U(g)-locally 
finite then X is completely reducible as a g-module. In this article we focus 
on this decomposition problem not in cases when X is U(g)-locally finite 
but instead when X admits a nondegenerate g-invariant bilinear form. 
Irreducible a-modules often admit invariant bilinear or Hermitian forms 
which by irreducibility are nondegenerate (or zero). This leads us to study 
a category 9 of g-modules X that are highest weight modules and admit 
nondegenerate invariant bilinear forms. Our first main result, Theorem 1.8, 
gives an essentially unique decomposition of X into indecomposable self- 
dual submodules and classifies these indecomposable self-dual modules. 
The choice of category studied here is further suggested by the role of the 
Zuckerman derived functors ri [12]. These functors are fundamental to 
representation theory and the theory of Harish-Chandra modules. Let A 
be a real semisimple Lie group with Lie algebra a,, and complex Lie 
algebra a Let G be a maximal compact subgroup of A with complex Lie 
algebra g. Let p = m@u be a parabolic subalgebra of g with reductive 
component m and nilradical u and set s = dim(u). The functors r’ are the 
right derived functors of the g-finite submodule functor defined on the 
category of U(m)-locally finite g-modules. Theorem 1.8, recast using 
derived functors, would assert that any X in 9 has an essentially unique 
decomposition into special indecomposable submodules A4 which have 
cohomology PA4 = 0 for all i except possibly i = s. 
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Our second main result, Theorem 1.12, concerns the signature of 
invariant Hermitian forms on g-modules. It describes the degree to which 
the signature of a Hermitian form on a module in 9 determines the form.. 
This result has an interesting application to the theory of unitary 
Harish-Chandra modules. If X and Y are irreducible a,-modules in 9 
which admit invariant Hermitian forms with equal signature then rSX is 
unitarizable if and only if rSY is unitarizable. 
In order to describe our results in detail we now review the standard 
notation for semisimple Lie algebras, generalized Verma modules, and the 
category 0 (cf. [4, 9, 1 I]). Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra with 
Cartan subalgebra lj, root system A, and positive root system A +. Let 
b = h On be the Bore1 subalgebra with n = C,, 0 g, and let ii = C,, 0 g--a. 
Let w denote the Weyl group of A. For any b-module E and v E h*, let E, 
denote the weight subspace of E with weight v. Also, let A(E) denote the set 
of nonzero weights of E. Let p = $xX,,, a. Fix a parabolic subalgebra 
q = m @ u of g which contains b and has nilradical u. Assume h is con- 
tained in m and put A+(m) = A+ n A(m). Let w(m) be the subgroup of 
w generated by the reflections corresponding to roots in A(m). Put 
ii = C g--a with the sum over a E A(u). 
For I E h*, let CI denote the one-dimensional b-module where h acts by 
weight 1 and n acts by zero. If I is A + (m) dominant integral, let F(m, 1) be 
the irreducible finite-dimensional m-module with extreme weight J. Letting 
u act by zero this becomes a q-module. Define induced modules: 
M(i)= mdo ci.-, U(b) (1.1) 
N(l) = U(g) 0 F(m, A-P). U(q) 
Then M(I) is the Verma module with highest weight 1- p and N(I) is the 
generalized Verma module with highest weight 1-p. Finally, let L(1) 
denote the unique irreducible quotient of M(A) (or N(A)). Let XJ denote the 
inlinitesimal character of M(1). 
We now describe the special categories of highest weight modules. Let 
O(g, q) be the category of all g-modules M which are: 
(i) finitely generated over U(g), 
(ii) U(q)-locally finite, (1.2) 
(iii) completely reducible as m-modules. 
In the case q = b this is the category 0 introduced by Bernstein, Gelfand, 
and Gelfand [ 11. For this article we shall be more interested in the case of 
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q maximal rather than minimal. We shall use the term category 8 for any 
O(g, q). For this level of generality the reader should consult the article of 
Rocha-Caridi [ 111. 
Let Lo = Lo(g, q). For any 1 E h*, let E!$ be the full subcategory of 0 whose 
objects have generalized infinitesimal character x1. Let G(0J denote the 
Grothendieck group of i$ and, for ME &J~, let ch M denote the formal 
character of M (cf. [9]). There are three standard bases for G(Q) which we 
now describe. Assume 1 regular and real part of II is A +-dominant and put 
wl(l) = {w E YY ) WA is A +(m) regular dominant integral}. The first basis 
is by irreducibles L, = L(wl) and the second by generalized Verma 
modules N, = N(wd), WE Y+‘-‘(n). From [11] we know that each 
irreducible L(v) admits a projective cover P(v). For w E w’(J), put 
P, = P(wA). The set P,, w E w’(A), is the third basis for G(&). 
Let (T be the canonical antiautomorphism of U(g) which equals the iden- 
tity on h. If M is a g-module and cp is a bilinear form on M we call cp 
invariant if cp(x. a, b) = q(a, a(x) 6), a, b E M and x E g. We call M a self- 
dual module if M admits a nondegenerate invariant form. Let 9 (resp. gA) 
be the set of all objects M in 0 (resp. I!!&) which satisfy: 
(i) M is self-dual, 
(ii) M is a free U(u)-module. (1.3) 
To proceed we make two assumptions for 0 or, more precisely, for the 
pair (9, 9). 
Assumption 1.4. For each w E w’(J), the socle of N, is simple. We write 
socle N, = L,,,# and we reserve the notation w -+ w# for this assignment. 
If q = b and 1 is dominant integral and regular then (1.4) holds and for 
all w~“ly^=w’(i), w# equals the element of maximal length in %‘“. 
From this point forward we assume (1.4) is true. 
Next we define a fourth basis for the Grothendieck group of Co,. Define 
an order relation < on w’(n) by W<U if M(wl)c M(ul). For dominant 
integral and regular 1, this is the usual ordering on -W (cf. [4, 7.7.73). For 
WE w’(J), P,# is free over U(ii) and admits a filtration 
Pws=AI~A2~-..~Ad+l= 0 with Ai/Ai+l~N,g, 1 <i<d. In Section 2 
we prove such a filtration exists with an integer e for which 
Wi<W ifandonlyifi<e, ldi<d. (1.5) 
Assume (1.5) holds and define 
Dw=Pw”lAe+~. (1.6) 
When it is important to emphasize the role of 1 we write D, = D(wn). In 
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Section 2 we show that D, is free over U(U), has one-dimensional WA- p 
weight space, and all other weights are below WA-P, This implies 
(Dw, WE w’(Q) is a basis for G(oA). 
Assumption 1.7. For all w E w’(A), D, is self-dual. 
We assume (1.7) is true; and so, the D, lie in gi.. In Section 3 we prove 
the first consequences of (1.4) and (1.7). 
THEOREM 1.8. (a) Let XE si. Then there is a direct sum decomposition 
X= xi Xi where each Xi is isomorphic to some D,,, wi E W’(d). 
(b) Any XE B2 admits a symmetric nondegenerate invariant form. 
(c) Let cp be a symmetric nondegenerate invariant form on X, XE g2. 
Then the decomposition in (a) can be chosen orthogonal with respect to cp. 
COROLLARY 1.9. Let X, YE 9 and assume ch X= ch Y. Then X and Y 
are isomorphic. 
The structure theory for the modules D, leads to some interesting results 
regarding invariant Hermitian forms (see Section 4 for the definition of 
invariant). If cp is a nondegenerate Hermitian form on a vector space E of 
dimension d then for some basis of E, rp is represented by a diagonal matrix 
(a,-) with a,j = 1 (resp. - 1) if 1 6 i bp (resp. p + 1 < i f d). We call the pair 
(p, d-p) the signature of cp and denote it by S( cp). If X E 0 and + is a non- 
degenerate invariant Hermitian form on X then define the signature of $, 
S(e), to be a map S(+): weights of X -+ N x N. For p a weight of X, let cp 
equal the restriction of $ to X, and define S($)(p)= S(q). Note that if 
S(q) = (p, q) then S( - cp) = (q, p). The first main result of Section 4 asserts 
that each D, admits essentially one signature. 
THEOREM 1.10. Suppose ,I is real and fix w E W’(2). Then there exist 
nondegenerate invariant Hermitian forms on D,. Moreover, tf cp and $ are 
two such forms then either S(q) = S($) or S(q) = S( - $). 
For any XE 9i by (1.8) we may write 
x=Xx, with X,” isomorphic to a sum 
of d,,-copies of D,, w E W’(A). (1.11) 
If cp is a nondegenerate invariant Hermitian form on X then we may 
assume the decomposition (1.11) is orthogonal for cp. Put cp,+ equal to the 
restriction of CJJ from X to X,. Now Theorem 1.10 and a decomposition 
theorem are combined in Section 4 to prove: 
THEOREM 1.12. Let X and YE 9* with nondegenerate invariant Her- 
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mitian forms cp and $, respectively. Assume S(q) = S($). Then X and Y are 
isomorphic and for all w E W’(A), S(cp,) = S(I,$,). 
In Sections 2 through 4 our results are based on assumptions (1.4) and 
(1.7). In Sections 5 through 9 we describe several pairs (g, q) for which 
these assumptions hold for integral and regular 1. We designate a pair by 
the types of the root systems d(g) and d(m). In Sections 6 through 9 we 
treat the pairs (A,, A,-1), (B,,B,Pl), (C,, Cn-,), and (D,, D,-,). The 
verifications of (1.4) and (1.7) in the first three cases are similar. In these 
cases the D, are all projective except one which is irreducible. The case 
(D,, D,- ,) is somewhat more complicated and more interesting. 
The technique applied to verify (1.4) and (1.7) in the cases above is 
presented in Section 5. The main result here (cf. Proposition 5.9) asserts 
that certain translation functors from c?, to oYtcr, with v semiregular and 
v + p regular, map indecomposable projective modules to indecomposable 
projective modules. When combined with the Bernstein, Gelfand, and Gel- 
fand (B.G.G.) reciprocity theorem (cf. Theorem 2.3) this carries multiplicity 
information for Verma modules from 0” to 0” + ~. 
The results of Section 6 for (A,, A, _, ) are due to Ron Irving. In fact it 
was the simplicity of the category 0 in this case which suggested the 
approach to the decomposition theorem which we present here. We also 
thank Ron for access to some of his unpublished work on categories of 
highest weight modules. 
2. NOTATION 
In this section we collect some standard notation as well as a few facts 
regarding @. For more details the reader should consult [ 111. We con- 
tinue with the notation of Section 1. 
Let ME 0 and assume M is free over U(u). Then M admits a filtration 
M= M, 2 M, 3 . . . 3 M,+ i = 0 with M,/M,+ i N N(ni) for some choice of 
lie h*. Any such filtration of M will be called a Verma flag. A Verma flag 
will be called standard if ij > li implies j > i. For any 1 E h*, let [M: N(n)] 
be the number of indices i with II = Ai, 1 d i Q r. This integer is independent 
of the choice of Verma flag for M. Let L be a simple module in 0. Let 
(M: L) be the multiplicity of L in a Jordan-Holder series for M. 
The definition of modules D, in Section 1 employs the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let ME ~9~ be free over U(ii) and let w E W’(n). Then M 
admits a Verma flag M=A,>-.. xA~+~=O, Ai/Ai+,=N,,, with the 
property: 
for some integer e, wi < w if and only if i < e. 
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Proof This follows from the result of Rocha-Caridi [ll], 
Ext’(N,, N,) #O =>u<u,u,u~“Jlr’(~). To see this let M=B,=J ... 3 
B d+ i = 0 be a Verma flag with BJB,, 1 z N,,. Suppose a is an integer 
l<a<d and U, 4 w but u,+,<w. Then U, 4~ u,+i; and so, 
Extl(NUy, N,+,) =O. In turn, B,/B,+2 1: NUa@ N,,+I. By replacing B,, 1 by 
the pull back of NUO, we obtain a Verma flag where the roles of U, and u,, I 
have been interchanged. A finite number of such permutations gives the 
desired flag and proves (2.1). 
LEMMA 2.2. Keep the notation of (2.1). Let u be any maximal element of 
{will<i<d} andputn=#(iJw,=u}. Then thereexistsa Vermaflugfor 
M, M=C,x ... IC~+~ with C d+, in equal to the sum of n-copies of N,. 
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of (2.1). Let M = B, 3 . . . I Bd+ , be 
a Verma flag with B,/B,+ I = N,. Suppose u, = u and u,+ 1 # u. Since u is 
maximal 24, & 2.4, +1. Now as in (2.1) this implies we obtain a new Verma 
flag with the roles of u, and u,, , interchanged. After a number of per- 
mutations we obtain a Verma flag C1 3 . . . 3 C,, 1 where C,/C,+ , N N, for 
d-t-l -ndi<d. But Ext’(N,, N,)=O; and so, Cd+,-,, is the sum of n- 
copies of N,. 
The Bernstein, Gelfand, and Gelfand reciprocity theorem has been 
generalized by Rocha-Caridi to our setting. It asserts: 
THEOREM 2.3 [ll]. For all u, v E t)*, P(p) admits a Verma flag with 
[P(P): N(v)1 = W(v): WL)). 
This structure theorem for P(p) implies a corresponding result for the 
modules D,, w E w’(A). Recall the assignment w -+ w#. 
COROLLARY 2.4. For all w, v E %‘“‘(,I), D, admits a Vermaflag with 
[D,: N,] = (N,: L,x) ifv<w 
=o otherwise. 
LEMMA 2.5. (i) For w E W’(n), D, has a unique maximal submodule. 
Also D, has a simple socle isomorphic to L,x. 
(ii) [P,+ : N,] = 1. 
(iii) The WI. - p weight space of D, is one dimensional. 
Proof. P,, is the projective cover of L,x and as such has a unique 
maximal submodule (cf. [6]). This implies D, has a unique maximal sub- 
module M. Then D,,,/M= LWu and since D, is self-dual, LWu is the socle of 
D,. This proves (i). Since L,# occurs in N,, [P,#: N,] = a> 1. Then by 
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(2.4), D, will contain a submodule isomorphic to a-copies of N,. But D, 
has simple socle; and so, a = 1. Finally, (iii) follows from (ii) and (2.4). 
For any g-module M define the dual module M” to be the module 
whose vector space is the space of U(h)-locally finite vectors in the linear 
dual to M and where the action is given by (xf)(a) =f(~(x) . a), f E M ” , 
a E Zt4, x E g. Now g-invariant bilinear forms on M correspond to g-module 
maps from M to M” . Thus M admits a nondegenerate invariant form 
precisely when M is isomorphic to a submodule of M ” . 
For v, p~lj* we write v<p if ~--v=~~,~~,cI with n,EN. If 
w,u~W’(2) and w<u then wJ<ulz. 
Let 9 = (v E h* ( v is d +(m)-regular dominant integral}. 
3. THE DECOMPOSITION THEOREM 
In this section we prove Theorem 1.8 under our standing assumptions 
(1.4) and (1.7). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let n EN* and w E W”‘(A). Put D = D,, let E be the direct 
sum of n-copies of D, and let F be the highest weight space E,,_,. Let F 
(resp. &) be the linear space of all invariant (resp. invariant degenerate) 
bilinear forms on E. Then $ E 9 is nondegenerate if and only if it is non- 
degenerate on F. Moreover, if n = 1 then Fd is a complex codimension one 
hyperplane in 9. 
Proof: By (1.7) fix a nondegenerate q E 9. For fE End(E), put 
(Pr(a, b)=cp(a,f(b)h a, b E E. Then f + ‘pr is an isomorphism of End(E) 
onto F and f is nonsingular if and only if ‘pr is nondegenerate. By (2.5), 
DWibep is one dimensional; and so, F generates a submodule N of E 
isomorphic to n-copies of N(wl). Also by (2.5) 
socle (E) = socle (N). (3.2) 
Now dim End(N(wA)) = 1 and this space is spanned by the identity map. It 
follows that the restriction map r from End (N) to End (F) is an 
isomorphism and 
r(h) is singular if and only if h is singular, 
h E End(N). (3.3) 
Let f E End (E) and assume f is singular. Then f(F) cF; and so 
f(N) c N. Since f is singular the restriction off to socle (E) is singular. But 
then by (3.2), the restriction off to N is singular. Finally, by (3.3), the 
restriction off to F is singular. Transferring this from End (E) to P proves 
the “if’ part of the lemma. The “only if’ is obvious. Now assume n = 1 then 
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dim F = 1 and the singular elements of End (E) form a codimension one 
hyperplane of maps (i.e., those which vanish on F). Transferring from 
End(E) to 9 completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.4. D admits a nondegenerate invariant symmetric form. 
Proof: By (1.7) let cp be a nondegenerate invariant form on D. Then 
cp = ‘pl + CJ+ with ‘pl symmetric and (p2 skew-symmetric. Since 
dim Dwlpp= 1, cpZ is zero here; and so, cp, is not zero on D,,,-,,. By (3.1) 
CJI I is nondegenerate. 
We keep the notation of (3.1) and its proof. Let N ” denote the dual 
module to N. The construction of D, leads to the following mapping 
property. 
LEMMA 3.5. (a) There exists a surjection y: E + N ” . 
(b) Let YE 6 and assume all weights of Y are 6 WA - p. Let z be any 
surjection of Y onto N “. Then there exists a map n: E + Y such that 
ton=“j. 
Proof: N is defined as a submodule of E. But E is self-dual; and so, N 
is a quotient of EN E “. 
Let P = P,+. We have a short exact sequence 0 + J -+ P -+ D + 0. Let Q 
(resp. K) be the direct sum of n-copies of P (resp. J). Then we obtain the 
short exact sequence 0 + K -+ Q -+ E -+ 0. In turn we have the diagram 
(3.6) 
V 
I " 
Y-N 
r 
Since Q is projective we obtain a map rc’: Q -+ Y with r 0 n’ = y 0 K. By our 
assumptions on Y the map x’ is zero on the generators for K, hence on K. 
Therefore, rr’ induces a map rc: E -+ Y with r 0 rr = y. This proves (3.5). 
THEOREM 3.7. (a) Let XE ~24~. Then X has a direct sum decomposition 
X=Cl<iCd Xi where XizD,,, WHEW”‘, 1 <i<d. 
(b) Any XE ~2~ admits a symmetric nondegenerate invariant form. 
(c) Let cp be a symmetric nondegenerate invariant form on X, XE gA. 
Then the decomposition in (a) can be chosen with Xi and Xj orthogonal with 
respect to cp for 1 < i -c j < d. 
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Proof: ChooseaVermaflagforX,X=A,~~~~~A,+,,Ai/Ai+i~N,~. 
We proceed by induction on d. If d= 1 then X must be an irreducible 
Verma module and XE D,,. So assume d> 1. Choose OE w’(J) with 
UJ - p a maximal weight of X. By (2.1) we may assume the Verma flag is 
chosen with wi<u if and only if i,<e. Put n= # {i(wi=u} and let 
l=uA-p. Then X:=X, and dimX,=n. 
Fix a nondegenerate invariant form $ on X and set Y = 
{x~Xj#(x,y)=OVyeA~+,}. Then Y-(X/A,+,)” and all weights of Y 
are <r. Let N equal the sum of n-copies of N,. Applying (2.2) to X/A,+ 1, 
we obtain an injection of N into X/A, + 1. Taking duals gives a surjective 
z: Y+N “. Finally, applying (3.5) we obtain a map rc and the com- 
mutative diagram 
E 
/I 
/ 
a/ 
/ 
I 
Y 
J . 
Y-N 
(3.8) 
We now claim: rc is injective. 
Put F= E,. Since y is injective on F, (3.8) implies R is injective on F. Let 
N, (resp. N2) be the submodule generated by F (resp. KF). Since 5 is a 
maximal weight of E and of X, N1 N N2 N N. Moreover, with Nj a sum of n- 
copies of N,, i= 1,2, the injectivity of rc on F implies 7t restricts to an 
isomorphism rt: N, z N2. But by (3.2), socle E = socle N, ; and so, rc is 
injective on all of E. This proves the claim. 
Now since n is injective we identify E and nE. Since r is a maximal 
weight of X, X, = Y, = F. Therefore the restriction of $ to F is non- 
degenerate. So by (3.1), the restriction of 1+9 to E is nondegenerate. Put 
El= {x~Xjt+b(x,y)=OVy~E}. Then X=EOE’, El is free over U(u), 
and the restriction of $ to E is nondegenerate. So E’ satisfies the 
hypotheses of the theorem and by the induction hypothesis properties 
(3.7)(a), (b), and (c) hold for El. From the definition of E, X satisfies 
(3.7)(a). By (3.4) X satisfies (3.7)(b). 
We now prove (3.7)(c). Let cp = + then X= E@ El is orthogonal. By the 
induction hypothesis, the decomposition of El can be taken orthogonal 
with respect to cp. So by induction we are done unless X= E. Assume 
X=E. Write E=D,@ ... @D,, Diz D,, and let ri be the isomorphism of 
D, with the ith coordinate of E, 1 < i < n. Fix f~ D, of weight 5 and put 
fi = tJ Choose f’ = C aifi with cp(f’,f’) # 0 and put L equal to the image 
of D, under the injection C, GiGn aizi. Then L N D, and by (3.1) the restric- 
tion of cp to L is nondegenerate. So, E = L @ Ll and the induction 
hypothesis applied to LI implies E is the orthogonal sum of modules 
isomorphic to D,. This completes the proof of (3.7). 
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COROLLARY 3.9. Let X, YE GB. Zf ch X= ch Y then X and Y are 
isomorphic. 
Proof. We may assume X, YE gA. Then by (3.7), X = C Xi and 
Y = C Yj with Xi and Yi each isomorphic to some D,, w E w’(A). 
However, the D, (w E V’(A)) form a basis for the Grothendieck group of 
gA. So # {il Xi2: D,} = #{j 1 Yj’v D,} for each w; and thus X and Y are 
isomorphic. 
4. SIGNATURE RESULTS 
In this section we prove Theorems ( 1.10) and (1.12). We begin with the 
definition of invariant Hermitian forms on modules in 0. We retain the 
notation and assumptions of the previous sections. 
Recall from Section 1 the antiautomorphism u. Fix a Chevalley basis Hi, 
16id1, Xol,atzd, with cHi=Hiand OX =X-,. Now let go be thecom- 
pact real form of g with basis 
J-1(X,+X+), aELI+. 
J- -lHi, l<i<l, X,-X-,, and 
For x E g, let x ++ X denote conjugation in g with 
respect to go. Let yby* be the conjugate linear involutive 
antiautomorphism of U(g) which extends x + -2, XE g. Since go is U- 
invariant, 
d.Y*) = a(Y)* for all y E U(g). (4.1) 
Note also that X,*=X-, and HF=H,, l<i<Z, crud. 
Let ga be the normal real form of g spanned by our Chevalley basis and 
let f&=t)ng,. Then c and * agree on gR and thus x + a(x)* equals con- 
jugation of U(g) with respect o U(g,). 
Let M be a g-module and cp a sesquilinear (resp. Hermitian) form on M. 
We say cp is invariant if cp(x . m, n) = cp(m, x* . n) for all m, n E M, x E U(g). 
Let *A4 denote the space of U(h)-locally finite conjugate linear functionals 
on M. Define the action of g on *A4 by (x .f )(m) =f (x* . m), f E *M, 
m E M, x E U(g). Then *M is a g-module. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose 1 is real and XE gA. Then X admits a non- 
degenerate invariant sesquilinear form. 
Proof. By (3.7), we may assume X= D,, WE W’(A). Since X has 
weights which are real on hR and H,? = Hi, 1 <id Z, *X and X are 
isomorphic as h-modules. So ch *X= ch X. Since c and * commute and 
each is involutive, it is easy to verify that (*X) * N *(X ” ); and so, 
(*X)-z *(X -)2:*X and *X is self-dual. 
Let y be the bijection of X ” to *X given by yf (e) = m, e E X. Then 
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y(x .f) = o(x)*yf, x E U(g), f E X *. Now since B(U)* = U and X ” is U(U)- 
free, *X is also U(z+free. Therefore *XE 9. But ch *X= ch X; and so, by 
(3.9), *X and X are isomorphic. This proves the lemma. 
The results from Section 3 can be recast with bilinear forms replaced 
with sesquilinear forms and symmetric forms replaced with Hermitian 
forms. We shall not rewrite the results for the sesquilinear and Hermitian 
case. Instead we cite the bilinear result when the analogous sesquilinear 
result is needed. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose 1 is real, fix w E W’(n), and put D = D,. Let 2 
equal the R-linear space of invariant Hermitian forms on D and & the subset 
of degenerate forms. Then & is a real codimension one hyperplane in 2. 
Proof: Let Y (resp. Sp,) be the C-linear space of invariant (resp. 
invariant degenerate) sesquilinear forms on D. By (4.2), Y # 0; and by 
(3.1), cp E Y is nondegenerate if and only if the restriction of rp to the 
highest weight space F of D is nondegenerate. Let cp E Y be nondegenerate. 
Then ~=@i+fiIc/~ with $i E Z (i = 1,2). Now cp is nondegenerate on 
F and dim F = 1; and so, either $, or tjz is nondegenerate on F. By (3.1), D 
admits nondegenerate invariant Hermitian forms and Zd is a real codimen- 
sion one hyperplane in &‘. 
Recall from Section 1 the definition of signature. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let cp and $ be two nondegenerate invariant Hermitian 
forms on D,. Then either S(q) = S($) or S(p) = S( -tj). 
Proof: By (4.3) the set of nondegenerate invariant Hermitian forms has 
two connected components. 
Recall the notation of Theorem 1.12. 
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose A is real. Let X and YE 9& with nondegenerate 
invariant Hermitian forms cp and #, respectively. Assume S(q) = S($). Then 
X and Y are isomorphic and, for all w E W’(I), S(cp,) = S($,,,). 
Proof Since S(q) = S($), ch X= ch Y and thus by (3.9), X and Y are 
isomorphic. Now as in (1.11) put X = 2 X, and Y = C Y,. We proceed by 
induction on the length of a Verma flag for X. 
Choose u E w’(1) with X, # 0 and 5 = ui - p a maximal weight of X. Put 
F= X, and G= Y,. Again by (3.9) if n=dim F=dim G then we have 
orthogonal decompositions (w.r.t. cp and Ic/, respectively): 
with Xi- Yi- D, for all i. By (4.4) the signature of cp restricted to Xi is 
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determined by the restriction of cp to X,n F, and similarly for $ restricted 
to Yi. By assumption S(q) = S($); and so the signatures of cp and $ on F 
and G, respectively, are equal. So the signatures S(cp,) and S($“) are equal. 
In turn, the signatures of cp restricted to the orthogonal complement of X, 
and I,$ restricted to the orthogonal complement of Y, must be equal. But 
this orthogonal complement has Verma flag of smaller length. So by the 
inductive hypothesis, S(cp,) = S($,) for all w E %‘-‘(n). 
5. TENSOR PRODUCTS AND PROJECTIVE MODULES 
In this section we describe the action of translation functors on projec- 
tive modules in OA. We pay special attention to the case of semiregular 1. 
Any object in 0 is the sum of submodules in 6’” with v E h*. Let py denote 
the projection 0 -+ 0”. Let F be an irreducible finite-dimensional g-module 
with extreme weight p. Let v E h* and define translation functors by: 
~P:+YX)=P,+,(FOP,(X)) 
I~/:+,(X)=P,(F*OP,+,(X)), XEO. 
(5.1) 
When convenient we drop the super and subscripts and write cp and rl/ in 
(5.1). Choose a positive system P so that Re v is P-dominant. Then when p 
is P-dominant, rp and $ are the Zuckerman translation functors. Let wv 
(resp. ^ w;+,) be the stabilizer of v (resp. v + p) in w. The following is now 
standard. 
PROPOSITION 5.2 [ 133. (a) cp and $ are right and left adjoint functors of 
each other on 0. 
(b) Assume p is P-dominant and “ry; = WV +p. Then cp gives an 
equivalence of Q, with Q,+, with inverse @. 
(c) Assume p is P-dominant and let r = card(wv)/card(wU +,,). Then, 
for all XE 0, ch $cp(X) = r ch(X). 
Recall the notation surrounding ( 1.1). 
LEMMA 5.3. Let F be a finite-dimensional g-module and v~Ij* with 
VEX. Write F@F(m,v-p)=C 1 G i S d F(m, vi - p). Then, for some order- 
ing of the vi, F@N(v) admits a filtration F@N(v)=N,x ... IN~+~=O 
with NJN,, , N N(vi), 1 < i < d. 
This result is standard (cf. [9]). 
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PROPOSITION 5.4 [9-J. Assume p is P-dominant. Then 
(a) IlrWv + PL) = M(v). 
(b) For v+p~E,#N(v+p)=N(v) or 0. 
(c) tjL(v+p)=L(v) or 0. 
For convenience we collect several hypotheses as 
(i) fl is an extreme weight of F. 
(ii) v is P-dominant integral and v + p is regular. 
(iii) VEZ. 
(iv) S={o:EP((v,a)=O}isasetof 
strongly orthogonal simple roots of P. 
(5.5) 
Let %‘“(S) be the subgroup of w generated by the reflections s,, TV ES. 
From (iii), Sn d(m) = 4. Let GF: be the Weyl chamber containing the P- 
dominant elements. Set 9 = lJ,, w-Csj w%‘. 
We now give a refinement of (5.4). 
LEMMA 5.6. Assume (5.5). In addition, assume for all weights 5 of F, 
v + 5 E W. Then, for some ordering W(S) = (wI ,..., wd} there is a filtration 
cpN(v)=N, 3 ... IN,,, =0 with N,/N,+, N N(w,(v+p)). 
Moreover, for all w E W(S), II/N(w(v + p)) = N(v). 
Proof: If y E g then (y, cr ) Z 0 for all CI E P\S. Since v E 2, all regular 
integral elements of &I are A +(m)-dominant. So, w(v + p) E 2 for all 
w E W(S). 
For any r E W(m), by (5.2)(c) we have 
ch cpM(rv) = 1 ch M(rw(v + p)). (5.7) 
weW(S) 
Taking an alternating sum over w(m) we obtain 
ch cpN(v)= c ch N(w(v+p)). 
WE -w(S) 
(5.8) 
Now since cpN(v) admits a Verma flag (5.8) gives the first part of (5.6). 
For the second part note that weights of Fr have the form -5 with 5 a 
weight of F. Suppose, for some s E w(m), w E w(S), and r E ?Y that 
sv=r(sv+swp-<). Then v+s-‘rr=s-‘rs(v+wp). But v+s-‘r5 and 
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v + wp lie in a and are regular; and so, srs- ’ E w(S) and 5 = swp. This 
calculation gives ch $M(s(v + wp)) = ch M(sv). Taking the alternating sum 
over w(m) gives ch $N(v + wp) = ch N(v). As above this implies 
II/N(v + wp) = N(v). This completes the proof of (5.6). 
We now come to the main result of this section. As in Section 1, let P(5) 
be the projective cover in 0 of L(g), 5 E LE’. 
PROPOSITION 5.9. Assume (5.5). In addition assume S= {p} and either 
(a) p is P-dominant or (b) for all weights r of F, v + 5 E 9 and (p, /?) > 0. 
Then cpP(v) = P(v + ssp). 
Proof: Since each P(t) has L(r) as its unique irreducible quotient, if P 
is projective and Hom(P, L(c)) has dimension r then P contains a direct 
sum of r-copies of P(t). Now if P = cpP(v) then from (5.3) or (5.6) it 
follows that 
cpP(v) contains a copy of P(v + sBp). (5.10) 
Put y = v + sBp and y’ = v + p. From (5.5)(iv) the inclusion M(y) -+ M(y’) 
induces a nonzero map N(y) -+ N(y’) (cf. [lo]). Therefore by reciprocity 
(2.3) [P(y): N(y’)] >, 1 and [P(y): N(y)] = 1. From (2.1) we obtain a 
Verma flag P(y)=A,x ... xA,+~=O with AI/A, = N(y) and 
AZ/A3 -N(y’). Then applying $ and (5.3) or (5.6) we obtain 
dim Hom($P(y), L(v)) 3 2. So 
$P(y) contains at least two copies of P(v). (5.11) 
However, using either (5.2)(c) or (5.6) we know ch @VP(V) = 2 ch P(v). A 
projective object in 0 is determined by its character; and so, 
Il/cpP(v) = P(v) 0 P(v). (5.12) 
Finally, by (5.6) for any summand A of VP(V), $A # 0. Therefore, combin- 
ing (5.10), (5.11), and (5.12) VP(V)= P(y). This completes the proof. 
The following simple lemma will be used in later sections. 
LEMMA 5.13. (a) Let XE 0 be projective. Then rpX and Ii/X are projec- 
tive. 
(b) Let XE 0 be self-dual. Then cpX and $X are self-dual. 
Proof. Part (a) is standard and (b) follows from the fact that all finite- 
dimensional g-modules admit nondegenerate bilinear forms. 
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In this section we verify Assumptions (1.4) and (1.7) for the pair 
(A,, A,-,). We put g=sl(n+ 1, C) and put 
d+={ci-siI1<i<j<n+l} 
A+(m)= (.z,-&,)2<i<j<n+ l} 
A(u)= (El-El(2<j<n+1}. 
We consider the E; as coordinate vectors in R”+ ‘. Put 
e = (l,..., l)=sl+ ... +E,+,. Then 
1 
p=- C ci=(n,n- l,..., 0)-Ee. 
2 a>0 2 
We begin with a distinguished set of semiregular integral elements of h*. 
For 1 Gj < n, put 
5(j)= (j- 1, n, n- l)...) j+ l,j- l,..., l,0)+(2~f~~;)e. (6.1) 
The Weyl group w acts by the full permutation group of the coordinates. 
LEMMA 6.2. The category CJ, contains only one irreducible element. So 
N( <( j)) is irreducible, self-dual, and projective. 
Proof Since YY. t(j)n 3 = {t(j)}, Co,, has only one Verma module 
N(l( j)) and (6.2) follows. 
Let o equal the first fundamental weight o = (1, O,..., 0) - (l/(n + 1)) e. 
Let F be the fundamental representation of g with highest weight w. The 
weights of F are just the w-orbit of o. 
Next we parametrize w. p n 5’. For 0 <j < n put 
v(j)=(j,n,n-l,..., j+l,j-l,..., LO)-ie. (6.3) 
Define wi E YY’” by v(j) = wI. p, 0 <j < n, and put Pi = wj A + . Then v(j) is P,m 
dominant. 
Recall from (5.1) the projections pC. For 0 <j < n - 1, put 
P(i) =p,(FON5(j+ 1))). 
LEMMA 6.4. For 0 <j< n - 1, P(j) is the projective cover P(v(j)) of 
L(v(j)). Also, P(j) is self-dual and has a Vermaflag of length two with com- 
ponents N(v(j)) and N(v(j+ 1)). 
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COROLLARY 6.5. The indecomposable projective objects in 0p are the 
P(j), 0 <j < n - 1, and the Verma module N(p). 
Proof of Lemma 6.4. Recall the notation of (5.5). If we put v = ((j + 1 ), 
p=pj+l, and p = w then (5.5) is satisfied. Also the hypotheses of (5.6) and 
(5.9) are satisfied. So by (6.2) and (5.9), P(j) is the indecomposable projec- 
tive P(v( j)). By (5.13), P(j) is self-dual and by (5.6), P(j) has a Verma flag 
with components N(v(j)) and N(v(j+ 1)). 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Assumptions (1.4) and (1.7) hold for the pair 
(4, An- 1). 
Proof The reciprocity theorem (2.3) and (6.4) imply that N(v(j)) has 
simple socle L(v(j- 1)) for 1 <j< n and N(v(0)) is simple. This proves 
(1.4) for OP. 
The module D(v(j)) equals P(v(j- 1)) for l<j<n and 
D(v(0)) =N(v(O)). So by (6.4), Assumption (1.7) holds for OP. Now by 
translation, we obtain the same result for all I!$ with 5 regular integral. If 5 
is not regular integral then either CGC is empty or it contains only one simple 
module (cf. (6.2)). In either of these cases Assumptions (1.4) and (1.7) are 
true for trivial reasons. This completes the proof. 
In this section we verify for integral A Assumptions (1.4) and (1.7) for the 
pair (B,, BE-,). We put g=so(2n+ 1) and put 
d+={Ei+-El~l~i<j~n}U{Ei(l~i~n} 
d+(m)= {Ei+Ej(2<i<j<n}u {.zi(2<iQn} 
~(u)={E~+&jl26j~n}U{E~} 
p = (n - 4, n - 4 ,..., t). 
As in Section 6 we begin with a distinguished set of semiregular integral 
elements of h*. For -n + 1 <j< n - 1, 
t(j) = (j, n - 1, n - 2 ,..., 1). (7.1) 
LEMMA 7.2. For -n + 1 <j < n - 1, N( t(j)) is irreducible, self-dual, and 
projective in 0<(,,. 
Proof: For j= 0, w. ((0) n JZ’ = t(O); and so, exactly as in (6.2), C&,) 
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contains only one simple element. Therefore N(<(O)) is irreducible, self- 
dual, and projective. 
For j # 0, V. t(j) n 2 = {t(j), r( -j)}. Applying Jantzen’s criteria for 
irreducibility (cf. [S, 51) both N(<(j)) and N(t( -j)) are irreducible and are 
the two simple modules in C&n. This gives (7.2). 
We now parameterize YV. p n 2. For -n + 1 <j< n, put 
v(j) = (j- f, n - $ ,...) ) jq I)...) ;, (7.3) 
where * designates omission of the term. Also put N(j) = N(v(j)), choose 
wje $P” with wj.p = v(j), and put Pi= wjA+. 
Let F be the spin representation with highest weight o = (i,..., i). The 
dimension of F is 2” with weights V-0 (i.e., all weights of the form 
( f 4 ,..., + t)). For -n + 1 <j d n - 1, put pj = v(j + 1) - t(j). Then pj is an 
extreme weight of F. 
For -n+ 1 <j<n- 1, we put P(j)= P,(F@N(t(j))). 
LEMMA 7.4. P(j) is the projectiue couer of L(v( j)). Also, P(j) is self-dual 
and has a Verma flag of length two with components N(v(j)) and 
Nv(j+ 1)). 
COROLLARY 7.5. The indecomposable projective objects in CIQ are the 
P(j), -n + 1 <j Q n - 1, and the Verma module N(p). 
Proof of Lemma 7.4. If we put v = l(j), P= Pi, and p = o then (5.5) is 
satisfied as well as the hypotheses of (5.6) and (5.9). Then applying (7.2), 
(5.6), (5.9) and (5.13) exactly as in the proof of (6.4) gives the result. 
PROPOSITION 7.6. Assumptions (1.4) and (1.7) hold for the pair 
(B,, B,- 1) and categories Co, with { integral. 
Proof: The reciprocity theorem (2.3) and (7.4) imply that N(v(j)) has 
simple socle L(v(j- 1)) for -n+2djdn and N(v(-n+l)) is simple. 
This proves (1.4) for c?$. 
BY (7.4), WV(j)) = P(v(j- 1)) f or -n+26j<n and D(v(-n+l))= 
N( v( - n + 1)) and these modules are self-dual. This proves (1.7) for OP. By 
translation, (1.4) and (1.7) hold for all Co, with 5 regular and integral. 
For any singular integral 5, Q is either empty or equivalent under trans- 
lation to CG&, for some j, --n+ 1 <j<n- 1. So by (7.2), Assumptions (1.4) 
and (1.7) hold in this case also. This proves (7.6). 
Remark 7.7. In fact (7.6) is true for all 5 and the proof is similar to that 
for the case c!$,. 
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8. (Cm Cn- I) 
In this section we verify Assumptions (1.4) and (1.7) for the pair 
(C,, C,- ]). Put g = sp(2n) and put 
d+={Ei~&i~1~i<j~~}u{2&i~1~i~n} 
A+(m)={Ei+Ej~2<i<j<n}u{2~i~2<i<n} 
A(u)= {el+Ej12<j<n}u {2.s1} 
p=(n,n-1 1). ,..., 
We begin as before with a distinguished set of semiregular integral 
elements of h*. For -n + 1 <j< n, j#O, put 
t(j) = (j- 1, n, n - l,..., h 1) (8.1) 
where A denotes omission of the term. 
LEMMA 8.2. For -n + 1 <j < n, j # 0, N(<(j)) is irreducible, self-dual, 
and projective. 
The proof is identical to the proof of (7.2) and so we omit it. 
We now parameterize dir. p n 3. For -n <j < n, j # 0, 
v(j) = (j, n, n - l,..., G, 1). 63.3) 
Fix wj E -ly with wjp = v(j) and put P, = wjA ‘. Let w = (1, O,..., 0) be the 
first fundamental weight and let F be the corresponding irreducible g- 
module with highest weight o. Note that v(j) = t;(j) + o for -n + 1 6 
j<n, j#O. 
Define P(-l)=p,(F@N(<(l))), and for -n<j<n- 1, j#O, # -1, 
put P(j) = p,(FO N5(j + 1))). 
LEMMA 8.4. For all j, -n <j < n - 1, j # 0, P(j) is the projective cover of 
L( v(j)). Also, P(j) is self-dual and has Verma flag with components N(v( 1)) 
and N(v( - 1)) ifj= -1 and components N(v(j)) and N(v(j+ 1)) otherwise. 
Proof. The triples (c(j), Pi, o) in place of (v, P, ,u) satisfy (5.5) as well 
as the hypotheses to (5.6) and (5.9). Then the proof proceeds exactly as the 
proofs of (6.4) and (7.4). We omit the details. 
COROLLARY 8.5. The indecomposaable projective objects in 19p are the 
P(j), -n d j d n - 1, j # 0, and the Verma module N(p). 
PROPOSITION 8.6. Assumptions (1.4) and (1.7) hold for the pair 
(Cn, cn-1). 
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Proof: Assumption (1.4) is verified exactly as in (6.6) or (7.6). By (8.4), 
D(v(l))=P(-l), D(v(-n)) = N(v(-n)), and for -n+l<j<n,j#O or 
1, D(v(j)) = P(j- 1). Moreover, these modules are self-dual. So (1.7) holds 
for Co,. By translation this proves (8.6) for all 0, with 5 regular integral. 
If 5 is singular integral then by translation C+ is equivalent to some c!&) 
and (8.6) follows from (8.2). Finally, if 5 is not integral then 15’~ is either 
empty or has two simple Verma modules; and so, in this case also (8.6) is 
true. This completes the proof. 
9. CD,, D”-1) 
In this section we verify Assumptions (1.4) and (1.7) for the pair 
(D,, DEeI). This is the most interesting of the cases presented in this 
article. In particular, in this case Verma modules sometimes have com- 
position series of length four, whereas in the other cases we had length ~2. 
Put g = so(2n) and put 
A+={~&Jl<i<j<n} 
A+(m)= (.5&~~(2<i<jQn} 
A(u)=(E~+EJ~Q~<~} 
p = (n - l)...) 1, 0). 
We begin with a distinguished set of semiregular integral elements of h*. 
For 1 <j<n-2, put 
t(&j)=(+j,n-l,n-2 )...) jG )...) 1,O). (9.1) 
LEMMA 9.2. For 1 <j<n-2, N(<(-j)) IS irreducible and self-dual. Also, 
P(r( -j)) is self-dual with Verma jlag of length two and components N(t(j)) 
and N5( -A). 
Proof Since 7~. 5(j) n 2 = (t(j), 5(-j)> and 5(-j) < t(j), W5( -A) 
is irreducible, and hence self-dual. Using Jantzen’s criteria (cf. [S] or [S] ), 
N(<(j)) is reducible. Since Qj, has only L(<(j)) and N(l( -j)) as simple 
modules the maximal submodule M of N(t(j)) must be a sum of r-copies of 
N(l( -j)). However, N(<( +j)) is generated by the m-module 
F(m, t( +j) - p) (recall notation from Section 1). These two modules have 
the same dimension; and so, the proof that dim Horn (M(v), M(y)) < 1 for 
Verma modules (cf. [4]) also applies in this case. So dim Hom(N(<( -j)), 
N(t(j)))< 1. This implies r = 1. The reciprocity theorem (2.3) then 
describes the components for a Verma flag for P(<( -j)). 
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Let P = P(<( -j)) and let P ” denote the dual to P. Let L = N(t( -j)). 
Then socle P = L; and so we have a surjection z: P -+ L. But P is the pro- 
jective cover of L. So we have a map rr with 
P 1 
R 
/I 
a commutative diagram. 
P”-----+L 
Since socle P is simple, P” has a unique maximal submodule. Then since 
z 0 rc # 0, n is an isomorphism. This proves P is self-dual and completes the 
proof of (9.2). 
We must consider four other semiregular points as well as the t( +j). 
Define 
yl=(+,n-;,n-J 2, . . . . $3 t) 
y2 = (i, n - 1 29 . ..’ $, -t ) 
jy,q-+-2 2, . . . . ;, -3 ‘) 
ji2q+,n-- 2r . ..) 1, 3 -) 21 . 
(9.3) 
LEMMA 9.4. For i = 1,2, N(yi) is irreducible and self-dual. Also P(yj) is 
self-dual with Vermaflag of length two and components N(y,) and N(yi). 
ProoJ: The argument is similar to that in (9.2). Since 
?kY. yin .Y = {y,, ri> and yi < yi, N(y,) is irreducible and hence self-dual. 
Using Jantzen’s criteria N(y;) is reducible. Since CIY, has two simple 
modules, as in (9.2) the maximal submodule Mi of N(yi) is a sum of ri- 
copies of N(yi). We now prove (by a different method) that ri= 1. 
Put 1” = (0, n - 2 ,..., 1, 0) and o, = (4, 4 ,..., 4 ). Then w, is the highest 
weight of F,, one of the two spin representations of g. Now F(m, I-p) is 
one dimensional and F,, has dimension 2”- ‘. The restriction of F,, to m 
decomposes into two pieces, in fact the two spin representations of [m, m]. 
We have 
F,OF(m,~~-p)-F(m,y,--p)OF(m,y,-p). (9.5) 
Put P = F,, 0 N(A). Then (9.5) implies that P has a Verma flag with com- 
ponents N(y,) and N(y,). But CIA contains only one simple module. So N(A) 
is simple, self-dual, and projective. Thus P is projective and self-dual. Since 
N(y,) is reducible, P must be indecomposable; and so, P = P(y,). By 
reciprocity (2.3) this proves rl = 1. 
The argument for y2 is similar. We omit the details but note that o, must 
be replaced by w, _ 1 = (1, 4 ,..., 4, -4). This completes the proof of (9.4). 
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We now turn to ?Y. p n 2. Define 
v(j)=(j, n- 1, n-2 )...) ;I )...) O), -n+l<jdn-1 
v’(0) = (0, n - l)...) 2, - 1). 
(9.6) 
Choose ri E w with rj. p = v(j) and rb E w with rb. p = v’(0). Let p be the 
first fundamental weight, p = (1, 0 ,..., 0), and let F be the fundamental 
representation of g with highest weight p. 
To simplify notation we write: NJ = NV(j)), W) = UVW), 
P(j) = P(v(j)), N’(0) = N(v’(O)), L’(0) = L(v’(O)), and P’(O) = P(v’(0)). 
PROPOSITION 9.7. (a) For 2 <j,< n - 1, P( -j) is self-dual with Verma 
flag of length four and components N(j), N(j - 1 ), N( -j + 1 ), and N( -j). 
(b) P( -j) has as submodule P(j - 1) which has Verma flag of length 
two and components N(j) and N(j - 1). Moreover, P( -j)/P(j - 1) is self- 
dual. 
Proof The triples (t( + (j- l)), rkjA +, p) satisfy (5.5) as well as the 
hypotheses of (5.6) and (5.9). So by (9.2) and (5.9), P( -j) = (pP(t( -j+ 1)) 
and the Verma flag for P( -j) is as in (a). Likewise P(j) = cpN(t(j)) and 
has a Verma flag as in (b). Moreover if we apply cp to the short exact 
sequence 0 -+ N(<(j)) -+ P( t( -j)) + N( 5( -j)) -+ 0 we obtain 
0 -+ P(j) + P( -j + 1) --) (pN([( -j)) + 0. (9.8) 
Now by (9.2) and (5.13), P( -j)/P(j - 1) is self-dual. This proves (9.7). 
PROPOSITION 9.9. (a) P( - 1) is self-dual with Verma f7ag of length four 
and components N( 1 ), N(O), N’(O), and N( - 1). 
(b) P( - 1) contains submodules P(0) and P’(0) with Verma Jags of 
length two and components N(l), N(0) and N(l), N’(O), respectively. 
Moreover both P( - 1)/P(O) and P( - 1)/P’(O) are self-dual. 
Proof Put o,- 1 = (t,..., 4, -4) and let F,- 1 be the fundamental 
representation of g with highest weight w,- 1. The triples (y,, r, A+, co,- ,) 
and (7,) r_ 1 A +, w,- 1) both satisfy (5.5) as well as the hypotheses of (5.6) 
and (5.9). So by (9.4) and (5.9), P( - 1) = cpP(y,). Moreover if we apply cp 
to the short exact sequence 0 + ZV(y,) -+ P(jJ,) + N(jj,) + 0 we obtain 
o+P(O)+P(-l)-+cpN(y,)-+o. (9.10) 
Now by (9.4) and (5.13), P( - 1 )/P(O) is self-dual. The required Verma flags 
for P( - 1) and (P(0)) are given by (9.4) and (5.6). If we replace yl, VI by 
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yz, y2 and o, _ , by w,, we obtain the corresponding results for P’(0) and 
P( - 1)/P’(O). This proves (9.9). 
COROLLARY 9.11. The P(j), -n + 1 <j< n - 2, and P’(0) described in 
(9.7) and (9.9) and the Verma module N(p) are all the indecomposable pro- 
jective modules in C$,. 
PROPOSITION 9.12. Assumptions (1.4) and (1.7) hold for the pair 
(D,, Dn- 1). 
Proof. If X is a self-dual module with unique simple quotient L then 
socle XE L and if Y is a submodule of X then socle Yr L. All projective 
covers P(v) have unique simple quotient. So, by (9.7), for 2 < j<n - 1, 
socle N(j) = socle P( -j) = L( -j) and socle N( -j + 1) = socle P( -j)/ 
P(j - 1) = L( -j). Similarly by (9.9), socle N( 1) = L( - 1 ), socle N(0) = socle 
N’(O)= L(-1). Finally, N(-n+ 1) is simple and thus (1.4) holds in OP. 
From (9.7) and (9.9) we find D(v(j)) = P( -j), for 1 <j< n - 1, D(v(0)) 
= P( - 1)/P’(O), D(v’(0)) = P( -1)/P(O), and D(v( -j)) = 
P(-j-1)/P(j),for1~j~~-2,andD(v(-n+1))=N(-n+1).A11these 
modules are self-dual by (9.7) and (9.9) so Assumption (1.7) holds in OP. 
Translation extends this to all 0< with 5 regular integral. 
If < is semiregular integral then 6’( is equivalent to some otCj, or 0>, and 
(9.12) follows from (9.2) or (9.4). For all other singular integral t, 
W”. t n 2 = {t } or @ and (9.12) holds immediately. 
Finally, if < is not integral then either C$ is empty or by Jantzen’s criteria 
(cf. [ 51) every Verma module in 0( is simple. This proves (9.12). 
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